
Activity – try your hand at subbing (20 mins) 
 
Headline: Manager (not “manger”) Jones wants to end poor run of form  
 
Story: Football manager Max Jones hopes his team improve on their (not “hteir”) recent performances 
when they take on rivals City in a crucial Premier League (Not “Premiership”) match on Sunday. 
 
United's form (not “from) has been inconsistent (NOT unconsistent) this season, with several high-
profile defensive errors (remove “from their defenders” as it is just repetitive) costing the team. 
 
The normal reliable United defence has conceded 25 goals already this season, and it’s (needs an 
apostrophe) mainly thanks (not “tanks”) to the goals of new signing Mickey Malone that they have 
remained near the top of the Premier League table. 
 
Jones admitted the match against their local rivals will be a huge test. 
 
"There’s (needs an apostrophe) no doubt this match will be a huge test," said Jones. (But probably take 
this paragraph out altogether or re-word the previous one as it’s almost exactly the same) 
 
"We need to stop making defensive errors and get back to winning ways against a very good City team. 
 
"I know (not “no”) my players are much better than they have shown so far, and Sunday's game will be 
the perfect chance for them to show what they are (not “is”) capable of." 
 
Jones, speaking at his pre-match press conference, also took the chance to make some major allegations 
about referee John (not “Jhon”) Smith, (remove PGMOB reference because it’s unclear what it is and is 
irrelevant anyway) who will take charge of the game on Saturday. 
 
"He's definitely a City fan and I heard he had money on them to win the title so I don't expect us to get a 
fair chance," he said. (Remove this paragraph altogether – it is defamatory and would leave you open 
to a claim for libel. By publishing it you would effectively be saying the referee is corrupt. If you 
removed this paragraph, you would then also remove the previous one as well because it would not 
make sense on its own) 
 


